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Abstract
Pak Mun hydropower dam is one of several government’s development
projects in which emerged from the claim of national security and rural development.
Due to the long and continuing protests against Pak Mun Dam, the project is one of
the most outstanding cases that capture the interest of the civil society in local,
national and international context. The case is also considered as one of the longest
social movements by grassroot people in Thailand and the world. In 1991 since the
dam was built and up until now, the requests and protests of the Assembly of the
Poor (affected people) against Pak Mun dam have continued for more than two
decades due to the dam’s severe impact to thousands of livelihoods and the
ecology of the Mun River and many local communities at large. The impact of the
EBNǰIBTǰBMTPǰHFOFSBUFEǰUIFǰDPOŴJDUTǰBNPOHǰTUBLFIPMEFSTǰJOǰUIFǰTPDJFUZǰ#ZǰDPOEVDUJOHǰ
FUIOPHSBQIJDǰ TUVEZǰ JOǰ UIFǰ ųFMEǰ TJUFǰ PGǰ UIFǰ JTTVFǰ BMPOHǰ XJUIǰ FNQJSJDBMǰ FWJEFODFT
elicited from the community, the study presents the authentic data rooted from the
ųMFǰTJUFǰ5IFSFGPSF ǰUIJTǰBSUJDMFǰJTǰBJNJOHǰUPǰTIFEǰMJHIUǰPOǰNBLJOHǰVOEFSTUBOEJOHǰPGǰIPXǰ
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EJEǰHPWFSONFOUĴTǰEFWFMPQNFOUǰQSPKFDUǰHFOFSBUFǰTPDJBMǰDPOŴJDUT ǰIPXǰUIFǰQSPCMFNTǰ
XFSFǰGPSNFE ǰIPXǰNBOZǰTPDJBMǰBDUPSTǰBSFǰJOUFSQMBZFE ǰBOEǰIPXǰUIPTFǰDPOŴJDUTǰDBOǰCFǰ
solved as a lesson learnt and concerns for the government’s policy planners
and policy makers. At most, how this case could enhance classroom discussions
JOǰUFSNTǰPGǰUIFǰTJHOJųDBODFǰPGǰMPDBMǰWPJDFTǰBOEǰQVCMJDǰQBSUJDJQBUJPOǰJOǰUIFǰQSPDFTTǰPGǰ
policy planning and decision making in government’s projects of development
JOǰPSEFSǰUPǰBWPJEǰGVUVSFǰTPDJBMǰDPOŴJDUT
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Introduction
As one living in Isan (northeast of Thailand), I have heard about Pak Mun Dam
story quiet for a long while ago like a legend of the region, but I have never had
ųSTUIBOEǰFYQFSJFODFǰWJTJUJOHǰUIFSF ǰVQǰVOUJMǰPOFǰEBZǰ*ǰIBEǰBOǰFYDJUJOHǰDIBODFǰUPǰKPJOǰ
JOǰ Bǰ ųFMEǰ TUVEZǰ XJUIǰ "VTUSBMJBOǰ SFTFBSDIǰ UFBNǰ XPSLJOHǰ POǰ XBUFSǰ NBOBHFNFOU
They wanted to examine several aspects related to water after Pak Mun Dam e.g.
water quality, water management, women role and water, hygienic and water,
and so on. The research site is Don Samran village, one of affected villages from
Pak Mun Dam construction. The village is situated alongside with Mun River,
upstream the Pak Man Dam, Ubon Ratchathani province. The team and I homestayed
with villager’s families in order to learn from them as well as to learn their livelihood
by observing their daily life basis related to water i.e. living, cultural practices, beliefs
and so on. As interpreter in the project, I have elicited information as much as the
team did through many different interview topics with different groups of locals.
I came to understand Pak Mun Dam story in-depth from the local views about
their hardships and problems the community needs to cope with the dam,
XIBUǰBSFǰDPOŴJDUTǰBOEǰIPXǰUIFZǰXFSFǰGPSNFE ǰJODMVEJOHǰUIFǰPQJOJPOTǰBOEǰGFFMJOH
the locals have ward this government project of development as they perceived
it as a top-down practice from the policy makers of the country, and the reasons
that leads to the establishment of the Assembly of the Poor (AOP) in which is one of
UIFǰQPXFSGVMǰBOEǰMPOHFTUǰTPDJBMǰNPWFNFOUǰJOǰ5IBJMBOEǰ5PǰNF ǰUIFǰųHIUJOHǰPGǰUIPTFǰ
indigenous people is very strong and touching, at the same time it is a heartbreaking
moment, thus, this is the point of departure which profoundly motivated me to
XSJUFǰUIJTǰBSUJDMF ǰUPǰTIBSFǰUIFJSǰMPOHǰKPVSOFZǰPGǰųHIUJOHǰBOEǰBUǰMFBTUǰXIBUǰMFTTPOT
can we can learn from the locals’ perspectives on a shade of development.
The team and I had homestayed for two weeks in 2016, November with
a family located in, 105, Don Samran village, Moo 9, Kudchompoo sub-district,
Phiboonmangsahan district, Ubon Ratchathani province. The idea to homestay with
the locals is one of the key ways to elicit authentic information, their way of life and
thinking. We ate with them almost three times a day- their food which cooked in their
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own way. Dinner time was a prime communal time to exchange conversations
with each other, they also wanted to know what we have learnt and done in each
day. Conversations in a natural setting are such an appropriate time and space to
EJTDVTTǰPOǰTFOTJUJWFǰJTTVFTǰXJUIǰUIFNǰTVDIǰBTǰ1BLǰ.VOǰ%BN ǰUIFǰDPOŴJDUTǰBOEǰUIFJSǰ
ųHIUJOHǰ*ǰDBOǰSFNFNCFSǰXFMMǰUIFǰXBZǰUIFZǰQSPVEMZǰUPMEǰUIFǰTUPSZǰPGǰUIFJSǰųHIUJOHǰPGǰ
Pak Mun Dam. At that moment, I really felt it was genuine conversations between
human beings- genuine and touching. Conversation is always a good method to
SFŴFDUǰBOEǰFYDIBOHFǰQFSTQFDUJWFTǰBTǰXFMMǰBTǰDPMMFDUJOHǰUBSHFUFEǰJOGPSNBUJPOǰXFǰBJNǰ
to know. Although the homestay was not a long period of time, it is such
an impacted anthropological method-put yourself to be in a real environment and
context, spend time with them, cook and eat together, join some activities and
laugh with them as well as sharing experiences and perspectives. Thus, homestaying
has established a sense of trust and sincerity between the informants and
researchers and has created an access to the in-depth information.

Figure 1: Don Samran Village
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Figure 2: Homestaying at Don Samran Village, One of the Mun River’s Communities

Source: www.google.co.th

Figure 3: Don Samran Village and Pak Mun Museum
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5IFǰ.VOǰ3JWFSǰBOEǰ*UTǰ4JHOJųDBODFǰUPǰUIFǰ3FHJPO
The Mun River is one of the vital bloodlines in Isan (the Northeast of Thailand),
its origin is from Khao-Yai National Park, the area of Sankamphaeng Range, Nakorn
3BUDIBTJNBǰQSPWJODFǰ5IFǰSJWFSǰJTǰTIBSFEǰCZǰNBOZǰQSPWJODFT ǰJUǰŴPXTǰǰLJMPNFUFST
east through the Khorat Plateau in southern Isan - Buriram, Surin, and Sisaket
provinces, and then joins the Mekong River at Khong ChiamǰEJTUSJDUǰBTǰBǰDPOŴVFODF
area in Ubon Ratchathani province (www.sac.or.th, 2012). The “Pak Mun” literally
means the river’s estuary or river mouth. Mun is the name of a river, meaning
“inheritance” from the ancestors. The Mun River is very ecologically rich area with
TJHOJųDBOUǰOBUVSBMǰSFTPVSDFTǰGPSǰUIPVTBOEǰMJWFMJIPPETǰPGǰUIFǰDPNNVOJUJFTǰBMPOHǰUIFǰ
SJWFSǰ0CWJPVTMZǰUIFǰ1BLǰ.VOǰ3JWFSĴTǰDPNNVOJUJFTǰIBWFǰųTIǰDVMUVSFǰCZǰOBUVSF ǰGPSǰ
UIFN ǰUIFǰSJWFSǰBOEǰųTIJOHǰNFBOǰOPUǰPOMZǰUIFJSǰNBJOǰJODPNFǰBOEǰMJWJOH ǰJUǰJTǰUIFJSǰ
way of life which has been passing on their unique local identity, belief and
knowledge from generations to generations. The fact from the Fishbio.com refers
that the Mun/Chi River is a large catchment area of 117,000 km2, and is one of the
NPTUǰ ųTIǰ EJWFSTJUZǰ BSFBǰ JOǰ 5IBJMBOEǰ 5IFǰ .VOǰ 3JWFSǰ FDPTZTUFNǰ QPTTFTTFTǰ NBOZ
DPNQMFYǰ BRVBUJDǰ GFBUVSFTǰ TVDIǰ BTǰ SBQJET ǰ EFFQǰ QPPMT ǰ TFBTPOBMǰ ŴPPEQMBJOT
swamps, canals, and isolated ponds (XXXųTICJPDPN ǰ ).Undeniable, the
Mun River is a rich natural resource for many communities along the river.

Source: www.google.co.th

Figure 4: The Mun River and Pak Mun Dam
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Socio-cultural Context of Don Sam Ran Village
ǰ
%POǰ4BNSBOǰJTǰPOFǰGSPNǰųWFǰEJTUSJDUTǰ,IPOHǰ$IJBN ǰ1JCPPONBOHTBIBO ǰ4JSJOUIPO ǰ
Sawang Wirawong and Tan Sum) which is affected from Pak Mun Dam. The Mun River
is regarded as major blood line for southern Isan area, the river and its tributaries
ŴPXǰUISPVHIǰǰQSPWJODFTǰPGǰ/PSUIFBTUFSOǰ5IBJMBOE ǰTVQQPSUJOHǰMJWFMJIPPEǰPGǰǰNJMMJPOǰ
people (www.internationalriver.org, 2008). Since the Pak Mun Dam was built in
Ubon Ratchathani province, many communities living along the river are affected
by the negative impacts of the dam. “For Don Samran village, Mun River is more than
a river but it has meaning to them, it is their way of life”, told by one of the
LFZǰ QFSTPOTǰ JOǰ UIFǰ WJMMBHF ǰ IFǰ JTǰ UIFǰ WJMMBHFĴTǰ MFBEFSǰ OPUǰ PGųDJBMMZǰ BQQPJOUFEǰ CZ
government but by his community role and participation), he is the second
generation protesters of Pak Mun Dam. He was asked to brief the research team
about the community information in general. He told, “the village was established
for more than a hundred years with approximately 800-1000 inhabitants, its north
GBDFTǰUIFǰ.VOǰ3JWFSǰ.BOZǰHFOFSBUJPOTǰMJWFǰPOǰųTIFSZǰNBJOǰGPPE ǰNBKPSǰJODPNFǰUPǰ
building house and support family’s member education. The Mun River has profound
JOŴVFODFǰPOǰPVSǰTPDJPDVMUVSBMǰBOEǰTPDJPFDPOPNZǰBTǰBǰMJGFǰDZDMFǰJOǰBǰZFBSǰųTIFSZǰ
cycle, to rice cycle, and cultural and festival cycle” (Pinthong, 2016). Fishery has its
PXOǰ DZDMFǰ PGǰ ųTIǰ NJHSBUJPOǰ JOǰ DFSUBJOǰ NPOUITǰ BOEǰ EFQFOEJOHǰ POǰ UIFǰ SJWFSǰ ŴPX
Rice cycle relies on the Mun River and local irrigation- there are two times of rice
paddy cultivation in a year- in-season and off-season or wet and dry seasons.
The in-season rice is cultivated during rainy season from May to August, the
farming depends upon the water from the natural rainfall. The off-season rice is
started from November to January, the plantation relies on the local irrigation
management which is from the Mun River. Cultural and festive cycle is also
concordant with other cycle such as boat racing will be hold after the harvest
season done. The arrival of Pak Mun Dam crucially impacted the sociocultural cycles
of our community at large in several aspects (Pinthong, 2016).
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Ecology of the Mun River: its Relation to Mekong River and the Community
Geologically, Pak Mun Dam is situated at the estuary of the Mun before
JUǰŴPXTǰUPǰNFFUǰUIFǰ.FLPOHǰBUǰUIFǰDPOŴVFODFǰBSFBǰ8JUIǰUIFǰGBDUǰUIBUǰUIFǰUXPǰSJWFSTǰ
have very close impact to each other- the Mun River is one of tributaries of the
.FLPOH ǰBOEǰUIFZǰEPǰTIBSFǰUIFǰBRVBUJDǰTZTUFNǰXIJDIǰNFBOTǰUIFǰųTIǰTQFDJFT ǰųTI
number and biodiversity. Before the homestaying in the village, the research team
BOEǰ*ǰBUUFOEFEǰUIFǰMFDUVSFǰGSPNǰQSPGFTTPSǰPOǰųTIJOHǰGSPNǰ6CPOǰ3BUDIBUIBOJǰ6OJWFSTJUZ ǰ
he kindly presented information on Mun River and Mekong River ecology. The lecture
helped to clarify the close relationship between the two rivers in locally and
internationally level- the Mun River and the Mekong River and the Mekong and the
region. The route of the Mekong is shown as the following illustration.

Source: https://images.search.yahoo.com

Figure 5: Route of the Mekong River
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The Dialectical Relationship between the Mun River and the Mekong River
ǰ
ǰ
ǰ
ǰ
ǰ

ǰ
ǰ

 ǰ.FLPOHǰJTǰUIFǰXPSMEǰTFDPOEǰHSFBUFTUǰGSFTIǰXBUFSǰųTIǰTQFDJFTǰEJWFSTJUZǰBSFBǰ
ǰ UIFǰųSTUǰPOFǰJTǰ"NB[PO ǰUIFǰHSFBUFTUǰSJWFSǰJOǰ4PVUIǰ"NFSJDBǰJOǰ#SB[JM 
 ǰ5IFǰOVNCFSǰPGǰųTIǰTQFDJFTǰJTǰSFMBUFEǰUPǰUIFǰIZESPMPHJDBMǰQBUUFSOǰ SJWFSǰŴPX 
 ǰ)ZESPQPXFSǰEBNǰCMPDLTǰUIFǰSJWFSǰŴPXǰXIJDIǰJOŴVFODFTǰUPǰUIFǰųTIǰNJHSBUJPO
 ǰ5IFǰųTIǰNJHSBUJPOǰJTǰSFMFWBOUǰUPǰUIFǰOVNCFSǰPGǰųTIǰTQFDJFTǰBOEǰųTIǰMJGFǰ
cycle.
5) Fish production has less investment in comparison with different kinds of
animal production, and it considered as environmental friendly food.
 ǰ'MPXJOHǰXBUFSǰJTǰWJUBMǰUPǰMJGFǰDZDMFǰPGǰųTI ǰTUJMMǰXBUFSǰSFEVDFTǰUIFǰOVNCFSǰPGǰ
ǰ ųTIǰNJHSBUJPOǰ +VUIBLBU ǰ 

Pak Mun Dam Project
ǰ
1BLǰ.Vǰ%BNǰXBTǰųSTUǰNFOUJPOFEǰJOǰUIFǰǰBTǰ1PXFSǰ%FWFMPQNFOUǰQMBOǰBOEǰ
presented to the Cabinet of Minister as a multipurpose project (World Commission
on Dams Final Report, 2000), the project was approved by the Cabinet in 1989 and
it was included in the EGAT (Electricity Generating Authority of Thailand) Electricity
Development Project under the 6th National Economic and Social Development
Plan (1987-1997) (EGAT). The dam coast Bt 6.507 billion and was funded by the Thai
government and the World Bank. The World Bank approved a Bt 1.4 billion load for
the third Power System Project that included Pak Mun Dam. (www.internationalrivers.org,
2008). Finally, in 1991, EGAT started the construction on the Pak Mun Dam by blasting
rapids with dynamites, the was built over the Mun River which is 82.5 kms away
GSPNǰ UIFǰ UPXOǰ BOEǰ ǰ LNTǰ GSPNǰ UIFǰ DPOŴVFODFǰ CFUXFFOǰ UIFǰ .VOǰ BOEǰ UIFǰ
Mekong Rivers, in the area of Ban Hua Hew, Khong Chiam district, Ubon Ratchathani
province. The dam is 17 meters high and 300 meter long and with the large catchment
area of 117,000 km2. The crest is 6 meters wide and the maximum storage level is 111
meters above the mean sea level (MSL). The water discharge building is of reinforced
concrete with 8 curve steel gate of 22.5 meters wide and 14.75 meters high. The
maximum water discharge rate is 18,500 MCM per second. The hydropower Plant has
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three generators, each of which is 43 MW installed capacity. The total installed
capacity is 136 MW. With the annual energy production is 280 million units.
The construction commenced in June 1990 and was completed in November
1994.

Figure 6: Pak Mun Dam

EGAT, the state enterprise who is major investor of Pak Mun Dam claims that
1BLǰ.VOǰ%BNǰIBTǰOVNFSPVTǰCFOFųUTǰUPǰUIFǰSFHJPOǰ*UǰXBTǰTVDIǰBǰSBSFǰPDDBTJPOǰUIBUǰ
Egat will be confronted with non-government sectors and was required to answer
sensitive questions. By some connections, the research team and I had an excited
BOEǰFYDMVTJWFǰWJTJUǰUPǰ&("5ǰJOǰǰBUǰ4JSJOEIPSOǰ%BNǰPGųDFǰXIFSFǰJTǰOPUǰUIBUǰGBS
GSPNǰ1BLǰ.VOǰ%BN ǰ UIJTǰ&("5ǰPGųDFǰJTǰJOǰDIBSHFǰPGǰCPUIǰEBNTǰ4JSJOEIPSOǰ%BNǰBOEǰ
1BLǰ.VOǰ%BN ǰ&("5ǰPGųDFSTǰLJOEMZǰCSJFGFEǰUIFǰPQFSBUJPOǰBOEǰUIFǰTJHOJųDBODFǰPGǰUIFǰ
two dams for us. They claimed that two dams are operated to serve several public
CFOFųUTǰ ǰJSSJHBUJPOǰTVQQMJFTǰXBUFSǰUPǰUIFǰǰLNǰMPOHǰVQTUSFBNǰPGǰUIFǰ.VOǰ3JWFSǰ
GPSǰBHSJDVMUVSFǰQVSQPTF ǰ ǰųTIFSZǰQSPWJEFTǰųTIǰMBEEFSǰBOEǰųTIǰCSFFEJOHǰDFOUFSǰUPǰ
QSPNPUFǰųTIFSZǰJOǰUIFǰVQTUSFBNǰBSFB ǰ ǰTVQQPSUǰ,IPOH4IJǰ.VOǰQSPKFDUǰVOEFSǰUIFǰ
project, the water from the Mekong River is pumped to the agricultural area in the
Shi River and Mun River in upper Isan and the excess water will be discharged to
Pak Mun Dam for electricity production, 4) transportation- the dam crest can be
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used as a route connecting Khong Chiam district and Sirindhorn district, 5) power
HFOFSBUJPOǰ UIFǰ IZESPQPXFSǰ QMBOUǰ IFMQTǰ TUBCJMJ[Fǰ UIFǰ FMFDUSJDJUZǰ TVQQMZǰ JOǰ UIF
OPSUIFBTU ǰ BOEǰ  ǰ NJOJNJ[Fǰ FOWJSPONFOUBMǰ JNQBDUǰ SFEVDFǰ FGGFDUǰ GSPNǰ UIF
FOWJSPONFOUǰCZǰEFDSFBTFǰUIFǰTJ[FǰPGǰUIFǰQSPKFDU ǰUIFǰMPDBUJPOǰPGǰUIFǰEBNǰXBTǰNPWFE
to 1.5 km upstream at Ban Hua Heo and the water storage level was reduced to
+ 108 m. The power generation capacity was reduced from 300 MW to 136 MW.
5IFǰNPEJųDBUJPOǰPGǰUIFǰQSPKFDUǰIBTǰFMJNJOBUFEǰFOUJSFǰFGGFDUǰXIJDIǰDBVTFEǰCZǰUIF
dam construction on the two famous cataracts called Kaeng Tana and Kaeng Sapue
as well as Don That temple. Additionally, they added that the dam has strengthen
BOEǰ TUBCJMJUZǰ PGǰ UIFǰ QPXFSǰ TZTUFN ǰ BOEǰ JUǰ DPOUSJCVUFTǰ UPǰ ŴPPEǰ NJUJHBUJPO ǰ XBUFSǰ
JOTVGųDJFODZǰ JOǰ BHSJDVMUVSF ǰ ųTIǰ CSFFEJOHǰ TPVSDFTǰ BOEǰ UPVSJTUǰ BUUSBDUJPOTǰ JOǰ 6CPOǰ
Ratchathani province (EGAT, 2016).

Life before Pak Mun Dam
According to several interviews with the locals, their testimonials reveal
UIBUǰMJGFǰCFGPSFǰ1BLǰ.VOǰ%BNǰXBTǰRVJUFǰEFDFOUǰBOEǰTVGųDJFOU ǰUIFZǰDBOǰBDDFTTǰUPǰ
OBUVSBMǰ SFTPVSDFTǰ GPSǰ GPPEǰ BOEǰ JODPNFǰ JFǰ ųTIFSZǰ 'PSǰ UIFǰ DPNNVOJUZ ǰ ųTIFSZǰ JT
more than a livelihood being, it is their social world which has established their
social reality. The community crucially relies on the resources provided by the
SJWFSǰNBKPSǰGPPEǰBOEǰJODPNFǰBSFǰGSPNǰųTIJOH ǰXBUFSǰGPSǰBHSJDVMUVSFǰ SJDFǰQMBOUBUJPO
and vegetable plantation), domestic water used in household, recreation activities,
belief and festival related to the river and so on. The testimonial from the village
leader also pointed that before the dam came, the community was living in
close alliance- “we were more helpful, sharing and generous, resources are for all,
XFǰGFMUǰTVGųDJFOU ǰXFǰXFSFǰIBQQJFS ǰXFǰXFSFǰOPUǰųHIUJOHǰUPǰFBDIǰPUIFS ǰCVUǰOPXǰ
everything is changing”, said Pinthong, (Pinthong, 2016). For the community, the
.VOǰ3JWFSǰBOEǰųTIFSZǰJTǰUIFJSǰXBZǰPGǰMJGFǰ5IFZǰMJWF ǰMFBSO ǰBOEǰQBTTǰPOǰJOEJHFOPVTǰ
LOPXMFEHFǰPOǰųTIJOHǰBOEǰųTIJOHǰHFBSTǰGSPNǰHFOFSBUJPOTǰUPǰHFOFSBUJPOTǰUIFSFǰBSFǰǰ
ųTIJOHǰNFUIPETǰBOEǰǰUZQFTǰPGǰųTIJOHǰHFBSTǰBSFǰGPVOEǰGSPNǰUIFǰSFTFBSDIǰDPOEVDUFEǰ
from Thai Ban researchers (the gathering of 200 locals of the Mun River communities
who are the member of the Assembly of the Poor, (www.sarakadee, 2000).
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Profound Impact of Pak Mun Dam
The village leader pointed several problems after the arrival of the dam,
so I divided into two layers: physical environmental social problem and social
HSPVQĴTǰDPOŴJDUǰ5IFǰųSTUǰQSPCMFNTǰJOWPMWFǰXJUIǰUISFFǰBTQFDUTǰ ǰBRVBUJDǰTZTUFNǰPG
UIFǰ SJWFSǰ BOEǰ ųTIFSZ ǰ  ǰ GPPEǰ BOEǰ JODPNFǰ BOEǰ  ǰ EPNFTUJDǰ XBUFSǰ RVBMJUZǰ BOEǰ
NBOBHFNFOUǰ "OPUIFSǰ QSPCMFNǰ JTǰ EFBMJOHǰ XJUIǰ UIFǰ TPDJBMǰ HSPVQĴTǰ DPOŴJDUTǰ UIFǰ
DPOŴJDUǰCFUXFFOǰUIFǰDPNNVOJUJFTǰBOEǰHPWFSONFOUǰTFDUPST ǰBOEǰUIFǰDPOŴJDUǰXJUIJOǰ
UIFǰDPNNVOJUJFTǰ'JSTUMZ ǰ*ǰXJMMǰBEESFTTǰUIFǰQIZTJDBMǰFOWJSPONFOUBMǰTPDJBMǰQSPCMFN
ųTIǰMJGFǰDZDMF ǰBOǰBRVBUJDǰTZTUFN ǰFDPMPHZǰPGǰUIFǰDPNNVOJUJFTǰBMPOHǰUIFǰ.VOǰ3JWFS
BOEǰUIFǰ.FLPOHǰ3JWFSǰ5IFǰUXPǰSJWFSTǰIBWFǰDMPTFǰSFMBUJPOTIJQǰJOǰUFSNTǰPGǰųTIǰTQFDJFTǰ
BOEǰųTIǰFDPMPHZǰBOEǰCJPEJWFSTJUZǰųTIǰGSPNǰUIFǰ.FLPOHǰXJMMǰNJHSBUFǰUPǰMBZǰFHHTǰJOǰUIFǰ
.VOǰ 3JWFSǰ CZǰ TXJNNJOHǰ BHBJOTUǰ UIFǰ SJWFSǰ ŴPXǰ CFGPSFǰ HPJOHǰ CBDLǰ UPǰ UIFǰ .FLPOH
5IFǰųTIǰMBZǰUIFJSǰFHHTǰBMPOHǰUIFǰSBQJETǰBSFBǰCVUǰJGǰUIFǰSBQJETǰJOǰUIFǰ.VOǰ3JWFSǰBSFǰ
EFTUSPZFE ǰ JUǰ NFBOTǰ UIFǰ ųTIǰ NJHSBUJPOǰ BOEǰ UIFJSǰ FHHTǰ MBZJOHǰ BSFǰ DPNQMFUFMZǰ
EJTUVSCFEǰ %VFǰ UPǰ UIFǰ ųTIĴTǰ IBCJU ǰ UIFZǰ MJWFǰ JOǰ ŴPXJOHǰ XBUFSǰ OPUǰ TUJMMǰ XBUFS ǰ CVUǰ
UIFǰBSSJWBMǰPGǰUIFǰEBNǰIBTǰDIBOHFEǰUIFǰOBUVSBMǰŴPXǰPGǰUIFǰSJWFS ǰUIFǰSJWFSǰCFDBNFǰ
TUJMMǰ XBUFSǰ 8IFOǰ UIFǰ EBNĴTǰ HBUFǰ PQFOT ǰ UIFǰ SJWFSǰ ŴPXǰ JTǰ TUSPOHFSǰ BOEǰ JUǰ FSPEFT
UIFǰ SJWFSǰ CBOL ǰ BOEǰ UIFǰ ųTIǰ BOEǰ UIFJSǰ FHHTǰ HPǰ XJUIǰ UIFǰ TUSPOHǰ ŴPXǰ PGǰ UIFǰ SJWFS
"Uǰ UIJTǰ QPJOU ǰ UIFǰ EBNǰ EPFTǰ DIBOHFǰ UIFǰ SJWFSǰ ŴPXǰ UIFǰ OBUVSBMǰ ŴPXǰ PGǰ UIFǰ SJWFS
became still water due to the blockage of the dam. Moreover, still water causes
QPMMVUFEǰXBUFSǰCFDBVTFǰJUǰJOŴVFODFTǰUIFǰJODSFBTJOHǰPGǰVOXBOUFEǰXBUFSǰXFFET ǰBOEǰ
QPMMVUFEǰXBUFSǰDBVTFTǰEJTFBTFTǰJOǰųTIǰ"DDPSEJOHǰUPǰUIFTFǰDPOTFRVFODFT ǰUIFǰOVNCFSǰ
PGǰųTIǰTQFDJFTǰBOEǰųTIǰDBUDIǰBSFǰDPOUJOVJOHǰEFDMJOFE
The following portion I want to point how the dam has destroyed the access
UPǰGPPE ǰJODPNFǰBOEǰMJWFMJIPPEǰPGǰUIFǰDPNNVOJUJFTǰBGUFSǰUIFǰEBNǰDBNF
ǰ

ǰ5IFǰMPDBMTǰOFFEǰUPǰTIJGUǰGSPNǰUIFJSǰMJWJOHǰPGǰųTIFSZǰUPǰBHSJDVMUVSF ǰDBUUMFǰ
farming, organic farm in which they are not happy because it not their way
of life.
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ǰ5IFǰ ųTIǰ MBEEFSǰ CVJMUǰ CZǰ &("5ǰ DBOOPUǰ TPMWFǰ QSPCMFNǰ POǰ ųTIǰ NJHSBUJPO
ǰ GSPNǰUIFǰ.FLPOHǰUPǰUIFǰ.VOǰ3JWFSǰCFDBVTFǰUIFǰ.FLPOHǰųTIǰBSFǰUPPǰCJH
ǰ UPǰVTFǰUIJTǰMBEEFS ǰJUǰXPSLTǰPOMZǰXJUIǰUIFǰTNBMMǰųTI
3. The problem of nutrition was found along the Mun-Mekong community
ǰ EVFǰUPǰUIFǰEFDSFBTFǰPGǰųTIFSZǰ5IFǰQSJDFǰPGǰUIFǰųTIǰJTǰBMTPǰJODSFBTJOHǰEVFǰ
ǰ UPǰNPSFǰEJGųDVMUZǰJOǰųTIFSZ

The dam has made big blockage between the Mun River and the Mekong
XIJDIǰDIBOHFEǰUIFǰBRVBUJDǰTZTUFNǰPGǰUIFǰ.VOǰ3JWFSǰJUǰCMPDLFEǰUIFǰOBUVSBMǰŴPXǰPG
UIFǰ SJWFS ǰ UIFǰ XBUFSǰ IBEǰ MFTTǰ ŴPXǰ BOEǰ CFDBNFǰ NPSFǰ TUJMM ǰ UIJTǰ EJTUVSCFEǰ UIFǰ ųTIǰ
NJHSBUJPOǰXIJDIǰUSFNFOEPVTMZǰBGGFDUFEǰUPǰUIFǰOVNCFSǰPGǰųTIǰTQFDJFTǰBSPVOEǰUIFǰ
area. The government’s policy of closing the dam gate for eight months of the year
for electricity production, has made the change of the aquatic system of the
.VOǰ3JWFS ǰJUǰMFBETǰUPǰUIFǰEFDSFBTFǰPGǰųTIǰDBUDIǰPGǰUIFǰXIPMFǰDPNNVOJUZ ǰBOEǰUIFǰ
EFDMJOFǰ JOǰ UIFǰ OVNCFSǰ PGǰ ųTIǰ DBUDIǰ IBTǰ Bǰ TUSPOHǰ IJUǰ UPǰ UIFJSǰ BDDFTTǰ UPǰ GPPEǰ BOE
income.
ǰ
5IFǰEBNǰBMTPǰBGGFDUFEǰFOWJSPONFOUBMǰQSPCMFNǰUIFǰJOTVGųDJFOUǰXBUFSǰBOE
water pollution. Water consumption of the community comes from the Mun River,
but after the Pak Mun Dam was built, and the policy to close the dam’s gate in
an uncertain period of time is the key problem to the water quality and quantitythe quantity of the water is unpredictable, while the water quality is clearly
declined because there are too much sediment to be consumed. Nowadays, the
community cannot rely on main sources of water i.e. the Mun River and natural
rain fall (they believe the natural rain fall today is full of chemical substance).
For many years, they needed to spend a lot to buy drinking water from outside.
Since the Mun River can no longer be a main resource for the community’s living
JOǰUFSNTǰPGǰųTIJOHǰBOEǰEPNFTUJDǰVTFǰJOǰIPVTFǰXIPMF ǰUIVTǰUIFǰMPDBMTǰOFFEǰUPǰSFMZ
on the underground water and later on the water supply system provided by
municipality. However, the community attempts to be self-reliant by having its
own water tank to store water and installed the drinking water station. The community
JTǰ XJTFǰ FOPVHIǰ UPǰ VUJMJ[Fǰ TPMBSǰ QPXFSǰ UPǰ PQFSBUFǰ ųMUFSǰ NBDIJOFǰ UPǰ JNQSPWFǰ UIF
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quality of water stored in water tank before distribute it to the households for
domestic usage. After spending a lot to buy drinking water, the community agreed
UPǰQSPEVDFǰUIFJSǰPXOǰESJOLJOHǰXBUFSǰCZǰJOTUBMMJOHǰųMUFSǰNBDIJOFǰUPǰJNQSPWFǰXBUFSǰ
quality to reach the hygienic level which clean enough for drinking. Self-reliance may
probably be the best way to survive and develop not waiting for the development
regime from outside. Their choice to use alternative energy like solar cell power also
SFŴFDUTǰ UIFJSǰ QFSTQFDUJWFǰ PGǰ TVTUBJOBCMFǰ FOFSHZǰ EFWFMPQNFOUǰ 1BLǰ .VOǰ %BNǰ BMTPǰ
affects domestic water used in the rice cycle. There are two time of rice growing: 1) rice
grown from natural rain fall in rainy season (in-season) and 2) rice grown in dry season
PGGTFBTPO ǰGSPNǰJSSJHBUJPOǰXBUFSǰǰQFSDFOUǰPGǰWJMMBHFSTǰCFOFųUǰXBUFSǰGSPNǰJSSJHBUJPOǰ
which is preserved in Sirindhorn Dam. At this point, their way of life and identity has
UPUBMMZǰDIBOHFEǰEVFǰUPǰUIFǰJNQBDUǰPGǰUIFǰEBN ǰUIFǰOVNCFSǰPGǰųTIǰJTǰUSFNFOEPVTMZǰ
decreasing in a huge number, so that they needed to shift to do agriculture, cattle
GBSNJOHǰBOEǰMBCPSǰJOTUFBEǰ/PXBEBZT ǰPOMZǰǰUPǰǰQFSDFOUBHFǰPGǰųTIFSZǰDBOǰCFǰTFFOǰ
in the community.
ǰ
4FDPOEMZ ǰ *ǰ XBOUǰ UPǰ JMMVTUSBUFǰ POǰ TPDJBMǰ HSPVQĴTǰ DPOŴJDUǰ XIJDIǰ BQQFBSTǰ JO
UXPǰ EJNFOTJPOTǰ  ǰ DPOŴJDUTǰ CFUXFFOǰ UIFǰ BGGFDUFEǰ HSPVQǰ PGǰ UIFǰ EBNǰ "01 ǰ BOEǰ
HPWFSONFOUǰ TFDUPST ǰ BOEǰ  ǰ UIFǰ DPOŴJDUTǰ XJUIJOǰ UIFǰ DPNNVOJUZǰ EVFǰ UPǰ UIFǰ EBN
5IFǰDPOŴJDUTǰCFUXFFOǰUIFǰBGGFDUFEǰHSPVQǰPGǰUIFǰEBNǰ "01 ǰBOEǰHPWFSONFOUǰTFDUPSTǰ
BSFǰ NBJOMZǰ GSPNǰ UIFǰ EFDSFBTJOHǰ OVNCFSǰ PGǰ ųTIFSZǰ XIJDIǰ DSVDJBMMZǰ BGGFDUTǰ UPǰ UIFJS
food and income, they pointed that the dam is the threat to their livelihood. Due to
several protests for many years, many governments (different periods of time) just
listened to their requests and promised to solve problems but it never been solved
seriously and properly, the AOP strong feels that their problems are ignored and
UIFJSǰIVNBOǰCFJOHTǰBSFǰNBSHJOBMJ[FEǰ5IFǰBCPWFǰNFOUJPOǰJTǰUIFǰųSTUǰEJNFOTJPOǰPGǰ
DPOŴJDUǰUIFǰEJSFDUǰDPOŴJDUǰCFUXFFOǰUIFǰ"01ǰBOEǰHPWFSONFOUǰUPHFUIFSǰXJUIǰ&("5ǰ
5IJTǰDPOŴJDUTǰMFBETǰUPǰBOPUIFSǰDPOŴJDUǰCFUXFFOǰUIFǰMPDBMTǰBOEǰHPWFSONFOUǰTFDUPST
JFǰ ǰUIFǰBGGFDUFEǰDPNNVOJUZǰBOEǰUIFǰTUBGGǰGSPNǰEFQBSUNFOUǰPGǰųTIFSZǰXIPǰLFFQTǰ
FZFTǰPOǰUIFǰMPDBMTǰOPUǰUPǰVTFǰJMMFHBMǰųTIJOHǰHFBSTǰ UIFǰWJMMBHFSTǰOFFEFEǰUPǰVTFǰTQFDJBMǰ
ųTIĴTǰHFBSTǰEVFǰUPǰNPSFǰEJGųDVMUZǰJOǰųTIǰDBUDIǰBGUFSǰUIFǰEBNǰDBNF ǰ ǰUIFǰBGGFDUFEǰ
community and the staff from EGAT, and 3) the affected community and the
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government staff in different sectors who are mediums to communicate and
negotiate with the affected communities. Until today the protests of the AOP are
continuing for more than 26 years.
"OPUIFSǰEJNFOTJPOǰPGǰDPOŴJDUǰJTǰUIFǰPOFǰXJUIJOǰUIFǰDPNNVOJUZǰ1BLǰ.VOǰ%BNǰ
JNQBDUǰEPFTǰCSJOHǰDPOŴJDUǰBNPOHǰMPDBMTǰJOǰUIFǰTBNFǰDPNNVOJUZǰXIJDIǰJTǰUIFǰNPTUǰ
QBJOGVMǰDPOŴJDUǰGPSǰUIFǰDPNNVOJUZ ǰUIFǰUFTUJNPOJBMǰGSPNǰUIFǰMPDBMT. The arrival of
Pak Mun Dam as government development project in terms of energy security
BOEǰXBUFSǰJSSJHBUJPOǰEPFTǰHFOFSBUFǰDPOŴJDUǰBNPOHǰMPDBMTǰJOǰUIFǰDPNNVOJUZǰ5IJTǰDPOŴJDUǰ
IBTǰQPMBSJ[FEǰUIFǰDPNNVOJUZǰJOUPǰUISFFǰEJGGFSFOUǰHSPVQTǰCBTFEǰPOǰUIFJSǰDPOŴJDUǰPGǰ
PQJOJPOǰBOEǰDPOŴJDUǰPGǰJOUFSFTUǰUPXBSEǰUIFǰEBNǰ ǰ"OUJEBN ǰUIFǰNBKPSJUZǰPGǰMPDBMT
are in this group, they have opposed Pak Mun Dam and they joined the AOP
JOǰ UIFǰ QSPUFTUT ǰ  ǰ 1SPEBN ǰ UIFZǰ UIJOLǰ UIFZǰ XPVMEǰ CFOFųUǰ GSPNǰ EBNǰ BOEǰ UIF
compensation payment from EGAT, and 3) Neutral (no opinion), this group doesn’t
IBWFǰNVDIǰPQJOJPOǰPOǰUIFǰJTTVFǰBOEǰUSJFTǰUPǰBWPJEǰDPOŴJDUTǰ#FGPSFǰUIFǰEBNǰDBNF ǰ
UIFZǰVTFEǰUPǰMJWFǰMJLFǰBǰCJHǰGBNJMZǰUIFZǰXFSFǰSFBEZǰUPǰIFMQǰFBDIǰPUIFSǰBOEǰTIBSFEǰ
natural resources. The situation of Pak Mun Dam in which destroyed their
MJWFMJIPPEǰ JOǰ ųTIFSZ ǰ BOEǰ OBUVSBMǰ SFTPVSDFTǰ CFDBNFǰ JOTVGųDJFOUǰ GPSǰ FWFSZPOF
5IFǰ DPOŴJDUǰ EVFǰ UPǰ 1BLǰ .VOǰ %BNǰ IBTǰ HFOFSBUFEǰ EJTBHSFFNFOUǰ BOEǰ BSHVNFOU
BNPOHǰ HSPVQTǰ XJUIJOǰ UIFǰ DPNNVOJUZǰ UIFǰ DPOŴJDUǰ CSPLFǰ EPXOǰ VOJUZǰ BOEǰ USVTUǰ PG
people in the community, they became doubtful in each other, less trust in each other,
BOEǰ TFMųTIǰ *Oǰ UIJTǰ NBOOFS ǰ 1BLǰ .VOǰ %BNǰ IBTǰ NBEFǰ UIFǰ TJUVBUJPOǰ XIFOǰ UIF
individual interests have displaced the mutual interest.
The Compensation, is It a Help or a Trap?
In 1995, the cabinet approved compensation payment to affected
IPVTFIPMETǰGSPNǰUIFǰEBNǰGPSǰUIFJSǰMPTTǰPGǰJODPNFǰJOǰųTIFSZǰGPSǰUISFFǰZFBSTǰEVSJOHǰ
the dam construction- the government is responsible for one year and EGAT
(a state enterprise who is the investor of the dam) is responsible for two years
compensation payment. There are criteria of compensation payment: land lost,
BTTFTTǰMPTU ǰPDDVQBUJPOǰMPTU ǰJOGSBTUSVDUVSFǰMPTU ǰųTIFSNBO ǰBOEǰųTIFSZǰ*OǰTVN ǰǰWJMMBHFTǰ
were compensated for farmland affected, 31 villages were compensated for
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EJNJOJTIFEǰųTIFSZǰJODPNF ǰǰWJMMBHFTǰXFSFǰDPNQFOTBUFEǰGPSǰMBOEǰBOEǰQSPQFSUJFTǰ
ŴPPEFEǰ BOEǰ ǰ WJMMBHFTǰ XFSFǰ DPNQFOTBUFEǰ GPSǰ EBNBHFTǰ UPǰ IPNFTǰ 5IBJMBOEǰ
Development Research Institute Report, World Commission on Dam, 2000). On the one
hand, the household affected from the dam argued that the way of the evaluation
and the compensation were unfair because it was based on the three years loss of
ųTIFSZǰBOEǰJODPNFǰEVSJOHǰUIFǰEBNǰDPOTUSVDUJPO ǰCVUǰJOǰGBDUǰUIFǰMPTUǰPGǰUIFJSǰųTIFSZ ǰ
income and livelihood is forever since the dam was built. Moreover, the affected
group claimed the compensation was low, unfair and not covered the affected
households. Besides, the compensation payment was set in such a complicated
BOEǰTVTQJDJPVTǰNFUIPEǰ 4JMBMVL ǰ 
1) the compensation was paid through the Cooperative Saving Operation
and the criteria was set by government and EGAT.
2) to receive the compensation, villagers needed to sign contract to borrow
the money (their compensation) from the Cooperative Saving Operation,
and when they borrow money, they needed to pay interest. In this sense,
the process made they borrowed their own money with interest and they
needed to pay it back.
3) By loan contract, the villagers needed to pay back the money they
borrowed (their compensation) with its interest back to the Cooperative
Saving Operation, and if they cannot pay back, they will be sued in a court.
4) The compensation is paid through the saving union which established
for this purpose. Most villagers points that the payment process is too
complicated and unfair, and among of payment is less than what the cabinet
has approved.
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Figure 7: Fish Ladder

According to many years of protests against Pak Mun Dam of the AOP, their
NBKPSǰSFRVFTUǰJTǰUPǰPQFOǰUIFǰEBNĴTǰHBUFǰGPSǰBǰMPOHFSǰQFSJPEǰPGǰUJNFǰGPSǰUIFǰųTI
migration in the Mun River, but government and EGAT could not respond to their
SFRVFTUǰ*OTUFBEǰ&("5ǰEFDJEFEǰUPǰCVJMEǰBǰųTIǰMBEEFSǰDMBJNJOHǰUIBUǰUIFǰųTIǰQBTTBHFǰ
DPVMEǰ FGGFDUJWFMZǰ TVQQPSUǰ UIFǰ ųTIǰ NJHSBUJPOǰ "GUFSǰ 1BLǰ .VOǰ %BNǰ DPOTUSVDUJPO
DPNQMFUFE ǰ &("5ǰ JOTUBMMFEǰ UIFǰ ųTIǰ MBEEFSǰ JOǰ ǰ XJUIǰ UIFǰ CVEHFUǰ PGǰ ǰ NJMMJPO
#BIUǰPOǰUIFǰQVSQPTFǰPGǰTVQQPSUJOHǰVQTUSFBNǰųTIǰNJHSBUJPOǰ6OUJMǰOPXǰUIFǰųTIǰMBEEFSǰ
XBTǰQSPWFOǰVTFMFTTǰCFDBVTFǰUIFǰNBKPSJUZǰPGǰųTIǰEPXOTUSFBNǰGSPNǰUIFǰ.FLPOHǰJTǰ
UPPǰCJHǰUPǰVTFǰUIFǰMBEEFSǰGPSǰUIFJSǰNJHSBUJPOǰUPǰUIFǰ.VOǰ3JWFS ǰPOMZǰTNBMMǰųTIǰDBOǰ
go upstream by the ladder. EGAT had an attempt to present social responsibility by
PGGFSJOHǰTPNFǰ$43ǰQSPKFDUTǰGPSǰUIFǰDPNNVOJUJFTǰFHǰEJTUSJCVUFEǰųOHFSMJOHTǰUPǰTDIPPMǰ
and communities, enhanced career training, offered education funding and etc.
However, those CSR projects offered by EGAT in order to present social responsibility
in the case of Pak Mun Dam cannot make the situation better because those projects
TFFNFEǰOFWFSǰUPVDIǰPOǰUIFǰSFBMǰQSPCMFNTǰBOEǰDPOŴJDUTǰUPǰSFBDIǰUIFǰTPMVUJPOǰPGǰ
Pak Mun Dam impact.
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The Assembly of the Poor (AOP)
AOP is a social movement by grassroot people, the group is formed by
affected communities from the dam’s impact from many parts of Thailand. The group
performs protests to raise their problems from the impact of Pak Mun Dam project.
#FGPSFǰ 1BLǰ .VOǰ %BNǰ DPOTUSVDUJPOǰ XBTǰ DPNQMFUFEǰ JOǰ  ǰ UIFǰ QSPUFTUPSTǰ TFJ[FEǰ
FRVJQNFOUǰBUǰDPOTUSVDUJPOǰTJUFǰZPVUIǰBOEǰXPNFOǰDPWFEǰSBQJETǰUPǰQSFWFOUǰUIFNǰ
from blasting, in the end, Pak Mun Dam completed and commissioned. In 1995, the
Assembly of the Poor (AOP) was formed, their members increased to 20,000 people
(6,000 of which represent villagers affected by dam), they had stage 99 days protest
in front of Government House in Bangkok. The government’s policy on closing the
EBNǰGPSǰFMFDUSJDJUZǰQSPEVDUJPOǰNBEFǰUIFǰEFDSFBTFǰOVNCFSǰPGǰųTIǰJOǰUIFǰ.VOǰ3JWFS ǰ
UIJTǰTFWFSFMZǰBUUBDLFEǰUIFǰDPNNVOJUJFTǰMJWFMJIPPEǰJOǰųTIFSZǰXIJDIǰJTǰUIFǰNBKPSǰMJWJOHǰ
of the communities. Thus, the locals affected from the dam are active members to
form the Assembly of the Poor (AOP). In 2001, Prime Minister Thaksin approved to
open Pak Mun Dam gate for one year in order to study the effect of the dam.
The research on effects of the dam on the ecosystem, economy and society was
conducted by the cooperation of Ubon Ratchathani University and Thai Baan
Research Center. The research shown that opening of the dam gates can return of
PWFSǰ ǰ ųTIǰ TQFDJFTǰ UPǰ UIFǰ .VOǰ 3JWFSǰ UIFǰ /BUJPOBMǰ )VNBOǰ 3JHIUTǰ $PNNJTTJPOǰ
DSJUJDJ[FEǰUIFǰHPWFSONFOUǰGPSǰOPUǰJOWPMWJOHǰBGGFDUFEǰDPNNVOJUJFTǰJOǰUIFǰEFDJTJPOǰUPǰ
close the gates as required by the constitution. Under advice of Ubon Ratchathani
University, Prime Minister Thaksin ordered to open the dam gates longer- May to August
CFGPSFǰUIFǰHBUFTǰPQFOǰCFUXFFOǰ+VMZǰUPǰ4FQUFNCFS ǰUPǰBMMPXǰNPSFǰųTIǰNJHSBUJPOǰ
Later on, under the military government, 20,000 signatures were submitted to the
Thai Cabinet to require the gates closed permanently, but many signatures
TVCTFRVFOUMZǰUPǰIBWFǰCFFOǰGBMTJųFE
After the dam was built, the communities have shown attempts to raise
UIFJSǰWPJDFTǰPOǰTFWFSBMǰQSPCMFNTǰBOEǰDPOŴJDUTǰFNFSHFEǰGSPNǰ1BLǰ.VOǰ%BNǰJOǰXIJDIǰ
PQQSFTTFEǰUIFN ǰUIPTFǰQSPCMFNTǰXFSFǰSFŴFDUFEǰUPǰUIFǰHPWFSONFOUǰTFWFSBMǰUJNFT ǰ
but in the end, their problems have never been solved sincerely by the government
who was a policy maker of the dam project. The AOP perceived that the government
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seemed not taking their problems into account, their voices seemed to be ignored
from policy maker who were in charge of the dam project (government and EGAT),
and it seemed like the communities along the Mun River are invisible and
NBSHJOBMJ[FEǰ0OǰUIFǰDPOUSBSZ ǰHPWFSONFOUǰBQQSPWFEǰUPǰDMPTFǰUIFǰEBNĴTǰHBUFǰEVFǰUPǰ
the need of EGAT for electricity production. When the dam’s gate was closed for long
period of time, it tremendously affected the livelihood of the communities at large.
Therefore, the problems of the AOP due to Pak Mun seemed to be unsolved until
nowadays, the mentioned consequences have become the main reason why the
AOP has been negotiated and performed protests for more than 26 years up until
today (Pinthong, 2016).

Figure 8: Pak Mun Museum
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The research team was introduced to the Pak Mun Museum situated not
far from Don Samran village in Sai Mun village where the Mun River also runs passes
CZǰ5IFǰNVTFVNǰTZNCPMJ[FTǰUIFǰFYJTUFODFǰPGǰUIFǰ"01ǰBOEǰUIFǰųHIUJOHǰPGǰUIFǰQPPSǰ
Visiting Pak Mun Museum truly ensured me the empirical evidences of Pak Mun
QFPQMF ǰUIFJSǰTUSVHHMFTǰBOEǰųHIUJOHǰUPǰQSPUFDUǰUIFJSǰWBMVBCMFǰSFTPVSDFTǰXIJDIǰUIFJSǰ
ancestor has passed on to them i.e. the river, resources for living (food and income),
indigenous knowledge, and the most important is their identity being. The museum
was built in 1999 and opened for the public in 2003. The key persons who run the
museum are NGO activists and the community’s committees. Most supports are from
outside i.e. academic group, middle class people, and CSR programs.
The museum displays the geographical data of the area, the Mun River ecology
BOEǰUIFǰųTIJOHǰDVMUVSFǰPGǰUIFǰ.VOǰ3JWFSĴTǰDPNNVOJUJFTǰ5IFǰHBUIFSJOHǰJUFNTǰTVDIǰBTǰ
MPDBMǰųTIJOHǰHFBST ǰUIFǰDPMMFDUJPOǰPGǰEJWFSTFǰųTIFTǰBOEǰQMBOUTǰTQFDJFTǰJOIBCJUFEǰGPSǰ
EFDBEFTǰJOǰUIFǰ.VOǰ3JWFSǰ-PDBMǰQFPQMFǰJOǰUIFǰDPNNVOJUJFTǰIFMQFEǰUPǰEPOBUFǰųTIJOHǰ
gears which were simply made from local bamboo. The display of the collection of
EJWFSTFǰųTIǰBOEǰQMBOUǰTQFDJFTǰGPVOEǰJOǰUIFǰ.VOǰ3JWFS ǰTPNFǰXFSFǰGPVOEǰCFGPSFǰUIFǰ
dam was constructed and they later disappeared after the dam came. Information
POǰCFMJFGTǰBOEǰUSBEJUJPOBMǰQSBDUJDFTǰSFMBUFEǰUIFǰSJWFSǰBOEǰųTIJOHǰBSFǰBMTPǰQSFTFOUFEǰ
The highlight of the museum is the display of drawings, pictures and news which best
tells stories of the grassroot movements against Pak Mun Dam. The museum also
QSPWJEFTǰBǰ[POFǰGPSǰEJTDVTTJPO ǰTFNJOBST ǰUSBJOJOHTǰBOEǰBDUJWJUJFTǰSFMBUFEǰUPǰ1BLǰ.VOǰ
Another focus of the museum is to provide knowledge on conservation activities in
UIFǰDPNNVOJUJFTǰJFǰųTIǰSFTFSWBUJPOǰBOEǰTPMBSǰDFMMǰFOFSHZǰ5IFǰNVTFVNǰBMTPǰPXOT
radio station and community saving union. The radio channel acts as a tool to
communicate with the community while the community saving union helps to
support loan to the people in the community. In this light, Pak Mun Museum is
BǰSFQSFTFOUBUJPOǰPGǰUIFǰTJHOJųDBODFǰPGǰUIFǰ.VOǰ3JWFSǰOPUǰPOMZǰJOǰUFSNTǰPGǰSJDIǰBRVBUJDǰ
system and natural resources but also “something” which profoundly constructs
Pak Mun people’s identity- their livelihood, career, way of life, belief, and especially
their identity being (who they are). Undoubtedly, they posses strong sense of
belonging to the Mun River which they love, respect and preserved. Moreover,
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"01ǰ JTǰ TZNCPMJDǰ SFQSFTFOUBUJPOǰ PGǰ UIFǰ HSBTTSPPUǰ NPWFNFOUǰ ųHIUJOHǰ BHBJOTUǰ UIFǰ
oppression generated from government policy on development.

Social Actors Interplayed in Pak Mun Dam Case

2
1
3,4,5

Figure 9: Social actors interplayed in Pak Mun Dam Case
The number 3,4 and 5 represent social actors in the case

According to homestaying and several interviews with the locals, Don
Samran is one of rich areas of grassroot movement on the issue of Pak Mun Dam.
1BLǰ.VOǰ%BNǰEPFTǰHFOFSBUFǰDPOŴJDUTǰXJUIǰTPDJBMǰBDUPSTǰJOUFSQMBZFEǰJOǰUIFǰFWFOUǰ
There are four groups of social actors interacted in Pak Mun case: 1) Government
BOEǰ&("5 ǰ ǰUIFǰ"TTFNCMZǰPGǰUIFǰ1PPSǰ "01 ǰ ǰ/POHPWFSONFOUBMǰ0SHBOJ[BUJPOTǰPSǰ
NGOs, 4) Media, and 5) academics. According to several interviews and meeting with
EJGGFSFOUǰHSPVQT ǰ*ǰSFBMJ[FEǰUIBUǰFBDIǰHSPVQǰPXOTǰUIFJSǰTFUTǰPGǰTPDJBMǰSFBMJUZǰEJTDPVSTFǰ
BOEǰJEFPMPHZǰGPSǰFYBNQMFǰ5IFǰųSTUǰHSPVQǰJTǰHPWFSONFOUǰBOEǰ&("5ǰJTǰBǰSFQSFTFOUBUJPOǰ
of development propaganda who determines national policy to make sure the
country can be competed in the world system. EGAT is a state enterprise who is
BOǰBHFODZǰCFUXFFOǰTUBUFǰBVUIPSJUZǰBOEǰDPNQBOZǰXIPǰJTǰBǰDSVDJBMǰJOŴVFODFǰUPǰQVTIǰ
forward policy in energy security to the level of national policy. EGAT is an investor
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in Pak Mun Dam and several dams in Thailand with the claim of national energy
security. Both government and EGAT sit on the mainstream discourses of
NPEFSOJ[BUJPOǰ BOEǰ EFWFMPQNFOU ǰ UIVTǰ UIFZǰ OFFEǰ UPǰ ESJWFǰ UIFǰ OBUJPOǰ QPMJDZǰ POǰ
development as well as national energy security (Manorom, 2005). They see the
need to develop rural and poor areas in Thailand, and Isan is one of them (northeast
of Thailand).
The second group is the Assembly of the Poor (AOP) who is direct opponent
PGǰ UIFǰ ųSTUǰ HSPVQǰ HPWFSONFOUǰ BOEǰ &("5 ǰ "01ĴTǰ QSPUFTUTǰ EFNPOTUSBUFǰ UIFJS
problems facing from Pak Mun Dam, they require problem solving from the policy
NBLFSTǰXIPǰBQQSPWFEǰUIFǰEBNǰQSPKFDUǰ"01ǰTZNCPMJ[FTǰPOFǰPGǰUIFǰNPTUǰQPXFSGVMǰ
social movements by grassroot people. The AOP own their set of reality- the discourse
PGǰUIFǰMPTTǰPGǰUIFǰQPPSǰBOEǰEJTDPVSTFǰPGǰQPPSĴTǰųHIUJOHǰBHBJOTUǰUIFǰPQQSFTTJPO
ǰ
5IFǰ UIJSEǰ HSPVQǰ JTǰ UIFǰ /(0T ǰ UIFJSǰ TUBODFǰ JTǰ POǰ UIFǰ EJTDPVSTFǰ PGǰ ųHIUJOHǰ
against injustice practice in society, so they advocate the social movements of
non- governmental group i.e. civil society group. With the advanced communication and
social networking today, NGOs at the same time own their channel of communication
(media) e.g. website and newspaper, by this way, they can produce and distribute
their own discourse. The forth group is the media who functions as watch dog of
society, their role is to observe and report different sets of reality from different
social groups.
The last group is academics who are lecturers and researchers. They function
to reveal sets of reality produced by different groups. To me, I see the overlapping
roles of NGOs, media and academic, they are also part of civil society and support
UIFǰųHIUǰPGǰQFPQMFǰ5IFZǰTIBSFǰBǰTJNJMBSǰTPDJBMǰGVODUJPOǰJFǰBǰXBUDIǰEPH ǰUIFZǰSFWFBMǰ
facts and falsify sets of social realities of different groups. They aim to meet mutual
ways in problem solving, advocate people from suppression and attempt to
balance equality in society. For Pak Mun case, it can be viewed that the AOP has
strong support from the civil society i.e. NGOs, media and academics. Pak Mun case
illuminates a confrontation between government and state agencies with the civil
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society, there are power and negotiation interplayed as well as different discourses
produced by various social groups.

Pak Mun Case as Failure of Government’s Development Project
It is simple to answer why Pak Mun case is viewed as a failure of government’s
development project, the dam project has generated several profound problems
NPSFǰUIBOǰDPOUSJCVUJOHǰCFOFųUTǰUPǰUIFǰMPDBMǰDPNNVOJUJFTǰ5IFǰSFRVFTUTǰPGǰUIFǰ"01ǰ
are heard but they are never taking in account to a real practice, their problems are
never been seriously and sincerely solved. The proof of this case is obvious- the long
scenario of social movement by grassroot people for more than two decades, and
JUǰJTǰTUJMMǰDPOUJOVJOHǰVOUJMǰUPEBZǰ5IFǰQSPCMFNTǰBOEǰDPOŴJDUTǰEVFǰUPǰUIFǰJNQBDUǰPGǰ
UIFǰEBNǰDBOǰCFǰTVNNBSJ[FEǰIFSFǰBHBJO

ǰ
ǰ
ǰ
ǰ
ǰ

1. The locals more than 62 villages 6,000 households in the dam area
needed to move out and relocated to the new area where there is no
connection with their ways of life in terms of socio-economy and
socio-cultural dimensions. At the end, many needed to leave their
homes heading to the city working as cheap labor.
2. Compensation payment method from EGAT is set in complicated system
and unfair manner.
ǰ5IFǰDPNNVOJUZĴTǰMJWFMJIPPEǰJOǰųTIFSZǰXBTǰBUUBDLFE
ǰ5IFǰųTIǰDZDMFǰBOEǰBRVBUJDǰTZTUFNǰPGǰUIFǰ.VOǰ3JWFSǰBSFǰEFTUSPZFE
5. The ecology of the Mun River which is a vital access to food and income
of the community is under the threat.
ǰ$POŴJDUTǰBNPOHǰTPDJBMǰHSPVQTǰHPWFSONFOUǰBOEǰ&("5ǰWJDFǰWFSTBǰ"01 ǰBOEǰ
ǰ DPOŴJDUǰBNPOHǰHSPVQTǰXJUIJOǰUIFǰDPNNVOJUZǰ
ǰ 1BLǰ.VOǰ%BNǰDBTFǰJTǰBMTPǰSFDPHOJ[FEǰCZǰUIFǰ6OJUFEǰ/BUJPOǰ%FWFMPQNFOUǰ
Program as one of the longest grassroot movement. The World Commission
on Dam (WCD) made a conclusion of the failure of Pak Mun Dam
(www.internationalrivers.org ǰ 
7. The capacity to produce electricity is less than what expected in the
plan-from 150MW to 20.81MW (1995-1998).
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ǰ

ǰ
ǰ
ǰ

ǰ

ǰ5IFǰQSPKFDUǰJTǰGBJMǰJOǰUFSNTǰPGǰJOWFTUNFOUǰDPTUǰBOEǰCFOFųUTǰUIFǰFTUJNBUFEǰ
budget for construction is 3,880 million baht but the real budget spent
is 8,000 million baht.
9. The dam cannot only serve the real objective of energy, but also it
ǰ DSFBUFTǰTPDJBMǰQSPCMFNTǰJFǰUIFǰEFDSFBTFǰPGǰųTIǰOVNCFSǰ ǰEFNPMJTIǰ
ǰ BRVBUJDǰTZTUFNǰBOEǰųTIǰMJGFǰDZDMFǰCPUIǰJOǰUIFǰ.VOǰBOEǰUIFǰ.FLPOHǰ3JWFSTǰ
ǰ .PSFǰ UIBOǰ ǰ SBQJETǰ XIJDIǰ BSFǰ UIFǰ DSVDJBMǰ GPSǰ ųTIǰ FHHǰ MBZJOHǰ JOǰ UIFǰ
Mun River were under the water level of the dam.
10. Pak Mun Dam caused severe ecological damage affecting an estimated
20,000 people. Since the completion of the dam, no real irrigation
ǰ CFOFųUTǰGSPNǰUIFǰEBNǰJTǰNBEF ǰBOEǰUIFǰOVNCFSǰPGǰųTIǰDBUDIǰVQTUSFBNǰ
of the river has reduced.

Pak Mun Dam project as national energy security has become a social
debatable issue at large in social sphere not only among the local communities
who are affected from the project but the civil society i.e. academic members,
social activists and media in how does the dam affect the communities along
the Mun River. The concern puts emphasis on the impact of the dam to the
DPNNVOJUJFTĴǰ MJWFMJIPPEǰ PGǰ ųTIFSZǰ XIJDIǰ NFBOTǰ UIFǰ NBKPSǰ JODPNFǰ BOEǰ MJWJOHǰ PGǰ
the communities, and their way of life. If the Pak Mun Dam project would provide
enough space for mutual public participation in decision making process and have
enough closed studies related to the impact of the dam in a variety of socio-cultural
dimension, the endless protests against Pak Mun Dam would not be continued.
5IJTǰ DPOTFRVFODFTǰ IBWFǰ NBEFǰ QSPCMFNTǰ BOEǰ DPOŴJDUTǰ XIJDIǰ MFBEǰ UPǰ UIF
communities gathering to yield their oppose Pak Mun Dam. After the dam was built,
it profoundly threat the river ecology and the communities’ livelihood in several
ways, and still today the AOP requests have not been responded in an appropriate
manner and their problems have not been solved seriously by many government,
this made the key point of the protest against the Pak Mun dam by groups of
villagers, social activists and Assembly of the poor (AOP).
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Apart from the negative impact of dam as mentioned, Pak Mun Dam is one
of clear examples of failure of government’s development project, the case has
created oppositions among people from different sectors i.e. locals, state agencies,
DBQJUBMǰHSPVQǰBOEǰ/(0Tǰ.PSFPWFS ǰUIFǰQSPKFDUǰEPFTǰHFOFSBUFǰTFWFSFǰDPOŴJDUǰBOE
tension between pro-dam and anti-dam groups within the same community.
Ķ*Uǰ XBTǰ UIFǰ NPTUǰ QBJOGVMǰ XPVOEǰ PGǰ UIFǰ DPNNVOJUZ ǰ UIFǰ DPOŴJDUǰ IBTǰ EJWJEFEǰ UIFǰ
community into many groups, this disagreement has break down community’s unity
and trust among people in the community, this government development project
IBTǰQPMBSJ[FEǰQFPQMFǰJOǰUIFǰDPNNVOJUZķ ǰTBJEǰXJUIǰBǰIFBSUCSFBLJOHǰWPJDFǰBOEǰUPOFǰ
of the community’s leader of Don Samran village (Pinthong, 2016).
Most importantly, the government’s development project like the case of
Pak Mun has unintentional ruined the Mun River ecology and the communities’
XBZǰPGǰMJGFǰJFǰOBUVSBMǰSFTPVSDFTǰBOEǰVOJRVFǰJOEJHFOPVTǰJEFOUJUZǰJOǰUFSNTǰPGǰųTIFSZ
knowledge, in which they take generations to generations to be constructed.
Unfortunately, these valuable inheritances cannot be reconstructed. Additionally,
UIFǰ TBMJFOUǰ QPJOUǰ JTǰ UIFǰ DBTFǰ IBTǰ SFŴFDUFEǰ UIFǰ HPWFSONFOUǰ QPMJDZǰ XIJDIǰ IBT
NBSHJOBMJ[FEǰ UIFǰ MPDBMǰ WPJDFTǰ GSPNǰ UIFǰ OBUJPOBMǰ QPMJDZ ǰ BOEǰ UIFǰ XBZǰ UIBUǰ UIF
government policy has made their people as its opponent, and the way that
HPWFSONFOUǰ QPMJDZǰ IBTǰ HFOFSBUFEǰ DPOŴJDUTǰ XIJDIǰ QPMBSJ[FEǰ QFPQMFǰ JOǰ UIFǰ TBNFǰ
community.

The Lesson Learnt from Pak Mun Dam Case
Pak Mun Dam and the Assembly of the Poor’s movement is no longer
BǰMPDBMǰDBTFǰCVUǰUIJTǰTPDJBMǰNPWFNFOUǰJTǰSFDPHOJ[FEǰCZǰ6OJUFEǰ/BUJPOTǰBTǰBǰNPEFMǰPGǰ
grassroot people’s movements for sustainable development, and it is a case that
most studied by academics and researchers from different parts of the world in
diverse dimensions (www.internationalriver, 2008). The movement which has been
continued for more than 26 years (up until now) has become issue of interest in
UFSNTǰPGǰUIFǰQPXFSGVMǰųHIUJOHǰPGǰUIFǰQPPSǰBHBJOTUǰUIFǰTUBUFĴTǰQPMJDZǰXIJDIǰPQQSFTTFEǰ
them. As one who is in the region (northeast of Thailand) and has researched in
UIFǰųFMEǰTJUFǰPOǰUIFǰJTTVF ǰ*ǰXBTǰHFOVJOFMZǰJOTQJSFEǰUPǰSFŴFDUǰBǰTUPSZǰUISPVHIǰUIF
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lenses of ethnographic study and authentic experience as participant observer.
According to the information and evidence mentioned on the previous
portion, although Pak Mun Dam case represents the failure of government
EFWFMPQNFOUǰ QSPKFDU ǰ XIBUǰ IBWFǰ XFǰ MFBSOǰ GSPNǰ QSPCMFNTǰ BOEǰ DPOŴJDUTǰ SFTVMUFEǰ
from the case?
Lesson Learnt: Do We Admit We Failed? Do We Accept to Learn?
ǰ

1) Government’s development project should pay attention to how
ǰ EFWFMPQNFOUǰ DPODFQUǰ JTǰ EFųOFEǰ #Zǰ BMMǰ UIFǰ TUBLFIPMEFSTǰ JOWPMWFE
government should provide access and space for public participation
in interpreting the concept of development, its concept should be
mutually agreed by diverse social groups who belong to the society.
2) The policy planning should be made based on the information gathered
from the public hearing and the studies of EIA. The policy planning
should emerge from the bottom-up perspective not the top-down one
from the authority (government).

ǰ
ǰ

ǰ

ǰ
ǰ
ǰ

3) The EIA studies and other processes related to the project should
ǰ USBOTQBSFOUǰ BOEǰ DBOǰ CFǰ RVFTUJPOFEǰ BOEǰ GBMTJųFEǰ CZǰ DJWJMǰ TPDJFUZ
ǰ *Oǰ 1BLǰ .VOǰ DBTF ǰ Bǰ ŴBXFEǰ &*"ǰ XBTǰ DPOEVDUFEǰ $IVFODIPNǰ 4BOHBSBTSJ
Greacen and Chris Greacen, 2012).
4) Government’s development project should heavily study the calculation
ǰ PGǰ JOWFTUNFOUǰ DPTUǰ BOEǰ CFOFųUTǰ CFGPSFǰ UIFǰ EFDJTJPOǰ JTǰ NBEFǰ CFDBVTF
the project may end up wasting huge national budget. The policy
planning should not have hidden agenda or takes side some group of
society. In Pak Mun case, the electricity the dam can produce is much
ǰ MFTTǰUIBOǰUIFǰFYQFDUFEǰOVNCFSǰJOǰUIFǰQMBO ǰJUǰXBTǰBǰHSFBUǰMPTTǰPGǰCFOFųUǰ
ǰ BOEǰQSPųU
 ǰ5IFǰQSPCMFNTǰBOEǰDPOŴJDUTǰHFOFSBUFEǰGSPNǰHPWFSONFOUǰEFWFMPQNFOUĴTǰ
project should not be prolonged and overlooked. The problems should
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ǰ

be solved at the right points in straightforward manner. In Pak Mun case,
the protests of the AOP have continued for 26 years up until today,
ǰ JUǰJOEJDBUFEǰUIFǰQSPCMFNTǰBOEǰDPOŴJDUTǰIBWFǰOFWFSǰCFFOǰTPMWFEǰEJSFDUMZ

ǰ

6) The decision making process should acknowledge participation from
local voices and other voices in society. The process should provide
accessibility to multi voices in a fair manner. Government should provide
channel of communication for civil society in which they can voice their
opinions and participation. In Pak Mun case, the public hearing was
arranged in rush and short time, and local people have no enough
access to join it. Additionally, the policy maker should not overlook
local communities in terms of their voices, identity and indigenous
wisdom in which they value and preserve. In Pak Mun case, the local
ǰ JEFOUJUZǰ BOEǰ JOEJHFOPVTǰ LOPXMFEHFǰ PGǰ ųTIFSZǰ DVMUVSFǰ BSFǰ PWFSMPPLFE
ǰ WBMVBCMFǰLOPXMFEHFǰPOǰųTIJOHǰHFBSTǰBOEǰųTIJOHǰNFUIPETǰXBTǰWBOJTIFEǰCZǰ
the impact of the dam. Government’s development project should not
ǰ NBSHJOBMJ[FǰHSPVQTǰPGǰQFPQMFǰBOEǰGBWPSTǰBOPUIFSǰ

ǰ
ǰ

7) Government’s development project should not heavily interfere with
natural resources in which take centuries to be constructed, and all
humans still dependent on it. In Pak Mun case, there are several reports
on the threat to ecology, aquatic system of the Mun and the Mekong,
ǰ ųTIǰEJWFSTJUZǰBOEǰDPNNVOJUZǰMJWFMJIPPEǰ5IFǰJNQBDUǰPGǰUIFǰEBNǰIBTǰDVU
ǰ UIFǰDPNNVOJUZǰUPǰUIFJSǰBDDFTTǰUPǰGPPEǰBOEǰJODPNFǰJOǰųTIFSZ

ǰ
ǰ

ǰ
ǰ
ǰ

 ǰ(PWFSONFOUǰ TIPVMEǰ SFGSBJOǰ GSPNǰ CFJOHǰ BOǰ BHFOUǰ PGǰ DPOŴJDUTǰ BNPOH
groups of people by introducing the project that is controversial.
ǰ 1BLǰ .VOǰ DBTFǰ IBTǰ HFOFSBUFEǰ MBZFSTǰ PGǰ DPOŴJDUTǰ BNPOHǰ EJGGFSFOUǰ
groups- government and locals (AOP), locals with state agencies, locals
ǰ XJUIǰ MPDBMTǰ (PWFSONFOUĴTǰ EFWFMPQNFOUǰ QSPKFDUǰ TIPVMEǰ OPUǰ QPMBSJ[FE
people to be opponents to the state and to each other.
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ǰ

9) Government’s development project should be based on the context of
ǰ HMPCBMMZǰBOEǰMPDBMMZǰDPODFSOTǰUIFǰJEFBǰPGǰLFFQJOHǰUIFǰCBMBODFǰCFUXFFOǰ
development and conservation in which the key to enhance sustainable
development. Government’s development project should put emphasis
on process to establish sustainable development base on mutual
agreement and participation.

Frequently, the government’s development projects can turn out to be
OBUJPOBMǰ EJTBTUFSǰ JOǰ UFSNTǰ PGǰ FOEMFTTǰ DIBJOFEǰ QSPCMFNTǰ BOEǰ DPOŴJDUTǰ PGǰ TPDJFUZ
if those observations above would never seriously take into account by the policy
makers, in which this could imply that we do not admit that we failed and we have
denied to learn the lessons from the past failure. On the contradictory, we should
VMUJNBUFMZǰ CFOFųUǰ GSPNǰ UIFǰ MFTTPOTǰ JOǰ UIFǰ QBTUǰ QSBDUJDFǰ BMUIPVHIǰ JUǰ XBTǰ Bǰ GBJMVSFǰ
one, development practice should be established based on the concerning of
NVUVBMǰ CFOFųUǰ GPSǰ BMMǰ JOǰ Bǰ GBJSǰ NBOOFSǰ $SVDJBMMZ ǰ UIFǰ QSBDUJDFǰ TIPVMEǰ BTTJTUǰ UIF
society to improve a better practice in which enhancing mutual understanding
and participation in our society. At this light, the lessons from Pak Mun Dam case can
CFǰ CFOFųDJBMǰ UPǰ QVCMJDǰ QSBDUJUJPOFSTǰ JOǰ EJWFSTFǰ BSFBTǰ PGǰ TUVEZǰ JFǰ TPDJBMǰ TDJFODFT
QPMJUJDBMǰTDJFODFT ǰųTIFSZ ǰFOWJSPONFOUǰBOEǰFUDǰ5IFǰDBTFǰDBOǰCFǰBǰTBMJFOUǰMFTTPO
learnt to policy makers in relation to concept of national development and public
participation.
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